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It should be okay now.  Your names were misspelled in the Intern Group listing. To:	David 

Marwell/ARRBcc:	Chet Rhodes/ARRB, Laura Denk/ARRBFrom:	Rob Arreola/ARRBDate:	06/27/96 12:53:56 

PMSubject: 	Re: Computers & InternsThe nature of the problem is such that when I click on the "Musings" or 

"Where in the World" icons, I am prompted by the statement "You are not authorized to access this database" 

(or something along those lines).To:	Laura Denk/ARRBcc:	Chet Rhodes/ARRB, Rob Arreola/ARRB, Krista 

LaBelle/ARRB, Noelle Gray/ARRBFrom:	David Marwell/ARRBDate:	06/27/96 12:47:24 PMSubject: 	Re: 

Computers & InternsI have checked on this, and the interns appear to have the appropriate access rights.  

What is the exact nature of the access problem?To:	Chet Rhodes/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Rob 

Arreola/ARRB, Krista LaBelle/ARRB, Noelle Gray/ARRBFrom:	Laura Denk/ARRBDate:	06/27/96 12:34:36 

PMSubject: 	Re: Computers & InternsHi Chet.  I know you sent me an e-mail that said, "this has been done," 

but, for some reason, they still do not have full access.  (Noelle tried to pull the databases up for Rob, but to 

no avail.)  Can you check it out?Thanks.To:	Chet Rhodes/ARRBcc:	David Marwell/ARRB, Tracy Shycoff/ARRB, 

Jeremy Gunn/ARRB From:	Laura Denk/ARRB   Date:	06/18/96 10:44:47 AMSubject:	Computers & 

InternsThank you for setting up accounts for Rob and Krista.  I think they should have access to some 

additional databases, since they are going to be here every day this summer.  I have listed them below.  I 

talked to Tracy and she said it would be okay.  I cc:ed David, so that if he thinks it might be a problem, he can 

tell you.  Thanks!(1)	Where in the World(2)	Musings(3)	Musings II(4)	Warren Comm'n Summary(5)	Mary 

Ferrell(6)	ARRB LibraryHopefully, this will allow them to be a bit more integrated with the rest of the office, 

even though they are out by the kitchen.  Thank you again.   
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